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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The current NASA Human Exploration Initiative (HEI) environment has spawned many proposals
for missions involving aerocapture into both Earth and Mars orbits. Aerocapture is sometimes seen
as the cure-all for high launch mass ailments due to its potential for large reductions in required
planetary capture orbit injection propellant. However, improper design or overly optimistic
assumptions can lead to misunderstandings concerning the range of missions over which aero-
capture is indeed possible. In addition, it can be difficult to get a handle on vehicle performance
requirements for satisfaction of key aerocapture mission requirements and constraints. These
difficulties point to the desirability of a consistent set of guidelines which lends insight not only into
whether aerocapture is feasible in a given mission design, but also into the trade-offs possible
between mission and vehicle design parameters and constraints.
It has long been realized that atmospheric entry corridors can be used to bound acceptable planetary
approach trajectory ranges for aerocapture subject to various constraints. This report presents
parametric atmospheric entry corridor data for Earth and Mars aerocapture. Parameter ranges for
this study were dictated by the range of mission designs currently envisioned as possibilities for HEI.
These data, while not providing a means for exhaustive evaluation of aerocapture performance,
should prove to be a useful aid to preliminary mission design and evaluation.
Entry corridors are expressed as ranges of allowable vacuum periapse altitude of the planetary
approach hyperbolic orbit, with charts provided for conversion to an approximate flight path angle
corridor at entry interface (EI) (125 km altitude}. The corridor boundaries are defined by open-loop
aerocapture trajectories which satisfy boundary constraints while utilizing the full aerodynamic
control capability of the vehicle (i.e., full lift-up or full lift-down); thus, the corridor essentially
defines the physical limitations of a given vehicle design and does not include the effects of a specific
aerocapture guidance algorithm. Parameters examined were limited to those of greatest importance
from an aerocapture trajectory performance standpoint, including the approach orbit hyperbolic
excess velocity (V®}, the vehicle lift-to-drag ratio (L/D}, the maximum aerodynamic load factor limit,
and the apoapse of the target orbit. The impact of atmospheric density bias uncertainties is also
included.
The corridor data are presented in graphical form, and examples of the utilization of these graphs for
mission design and evaluation are included.
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SECTION 2
ENTRY CORRIDOR DEFINITION FOR AEROCAPTUR.E
2.1 BACKGROUND
In the absence of uncertainties and dispersions, the flyability of a given planetary approach trajec-
tory for aerocapture can be determined by a single parameter - the vacuum periapse altitude (or,
equivalently, the flight path angle at a given altitude prior to atmospheric entry). For unguided
ballistic trajectories, this parameter essentially determines the depth of atmospheric penetration for
a given vehicle and, therefore, the aerodynamic loads and total energy depletion which will occur
during the aeropass. A corridor of acceptable approach periapse altitudes can be determined by
bounding the range over which trajectory constraints will not be violated. These constraints may
include a maximum aerodynamic loading limit, maximum heat rate, minimum penetration altitude,
or skipout avoidance. The total corridor width can be thought of as the amount of margin which is
available to handle dispersions in the approach periapse altitude.
For this study, the aerocapture vehicle is defined parametrically by two quantities, the lift-to-drag
ratio (L/D) and ballistic coefficient (Cs). The CB is defined as
where m is the vehicle mass, CD the drag coefficient, and Arefthe aerodynamic reference area. Given
a lifting vehicle, the atmospheric trajectory can be modified by modulating the lift vector about the
atmosphere-relative velocity vector. The impact of maximum control inputs (i.e., full lift-up or full
lift-down trajectories) can be incorporated into the vacuum periapse corridor boundaries with the
goal of bounding the physical performance capability of the vehicle. This is done with the realization
that guided trajectories will be limited to control inputs lying in the range from lift-up to lift-down.
Parametric entry corridor data can be very useful in preliminary design of missions involving aero-
capture in several ways. First of all, such data can provide mission designers with a rough idea of
what vehicle performance capability (i.e., L/D) will be required for aerocapture from a given inter-
planetary trajectory. Since the vehicle weight and complexity (and, hence, cost} tend to increase
with L/D, it is useful to be able to predict the minimum value necessary to satisfy preliminary mis-
sion requirements. Secondly, these data provide quick insight into design trade-offs between such
factors as LiD, atmospheric entry speed, acceptable levels of atmospheric density knowledge uncer-
tainties, and constraints (such as acceptable g-load levels). Since many mission requirements and
design parameters are highly interdependent, comprehensive data showing the relationships be-
tween the important ones willprovideinsightintopossibledesigncompromises fortotalcostreduc-
tion.Thirdly,a convenientmethod forperforming rough feasibilitychecks ofproposed missions is
provided.
While the parametric entry corridor data presented here are useful in preliminary mission design
and evaluation,they are by no means exhaustive indetermining aerocapture performance fora
given mission. Aerocapture performance isalsosignificantlyimpacted by many other factors,
includingthe performance ofonboard closed-loopguidance and navigationduring theaeropass,
navigated statevectoruncertainties,and dynamic atmospheric densitydispersions.Inaddition,
these corridors only include a single final orbital constraint, the apoapse altitude. Additional target
constraints, such as the orientation of the f_nal _rbit plane {longitude of the ascending node and
inclination) or the final orientation of the urbital line-of-apsides, will add to the trajectory control
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capability (i.e., L/D1 required. While it is impossible to examine all factors in detail for preliminary
mission design, the qualitative impact of many of these factors is well understood. The impact of
navigation errors, which will be of greater concern for Mars aerocapture, is discussed in further de-
tail in appendix A, and the impact of additional trajectory constraints is discussed qualitatively in
appendix B.
2.2 CORRIDOR DETERMINATION
The primary constraints used in the definition of the aerocapture corridor in this study are skipout
(upper or shallow corridor boundary) and the maximum allowable aerodynamic load factor (lower or
steep corridor boundary). The aerodynamic load factor is defined as
0,£ rO
ge-
g0e
where: aaero is the aerodynamic acceleration vector
goe = 9.8066 m/s2 is the reference sea level Earth gravitational acceleration
Skipout is defined to occur when the atmospheric exit orbit is hyperbolic or elliptic with an apoapse
that is higher than the target value. As was mentioned previously, the intent here is to bound the
physical performance limitations of the vehicle; thus, the lower bound of the entry corridor is defined
using a full l/ft-up trajectory (since a guided steep trajectory would be flown [Let-up until the peak
loading point is passed in order to provide the highest level of load relied and the upper bound using
a full lift-down trajectory {since a guided shallow trajectory would be flown lift-down in order to
increase atmospheric penetration depth}. Figure 2-1(a) illustrates example altitude profiles for two
open-loop aerocapture trajectories corresponding to these constraints. Figure 2- l(b) shows the cor-
responding aerodynamic load profiles over these trajectories. INote the definite peak in aerodynamic
loading which occurs during the aeropass. This is a general characteristic of single-pass aerobraking
trajectories.) The "lift-down/skipout" trajectory in figure 2-1{a) corresponds to the approach vacuum
periapse altitude above which the vehicle will skip out even ira full lift-down control profile is flown.
The "lift-up/max g-load" trajectory corresponds to the approach vacuum periapse altitude below
which the maximum allowable g-load will be exceeded even ira full lift-up control profile is flown up
to the peak loading point. It is the difference in periapse altitude for these two trajectories (lift-
up/max g-load and lift-down/skipout) that defines the corridor width for a given L/D and entry speed.
The maximum allowable g-load is one of the parameters varied in this analysis.
The minimum value of the g-load limit for a lift-up trajectory is constrained by the energy depletion
requirement over the aeropass. The ultimate purpose ofaerocapture is to provide sufficient energy
reduction to allow capture into a closed planetary orbit. Ira lift-up profile is flown on a steep
trajectory in order to provide maximum load relief(as is done here in the definition of the lower
corridor boundary), then the vehicle must have the capability to generate enough downward lift after
peak aerodynamic loading (that is, after active control of aerodynamic loading is no longer
necessary) to counteract the centrifugal force and allow sufficient energy depletion for capture. If the
peak g-load is too low, then the vehicle will not have enough downward lift capability to prevent
skipout. Thus, a trajectory flown with full l/if-up between entry and peak aerodynamic loading with
an immediate swish to lift-down after peak loading will indicate whether sufl'zcient lift capability
exists. The limiting ease (i.e., the minimum value of the g-load limit) will occur at the steepest
trajectory above which such a control profile results in atmospheric skipout. In effect, this trajectory
defines the minimum corridor width for the particular corridor definition used in this study. An
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exampleofsuchalimitingtrajectoryisshownin figure2-1(a),with thecorrespondingaerodynamic
loadprofileshownin figure2-1(b).If theapproachperiapsealtitudeofthelift-up/maxg-load
trajectoryis lowerthanthislimitingvalue,thenthevehiclehasenoughlifting capabilityto
successfullycapturefromthefull lift-uptrajectory.
In additiontotheconstraintonminimumg-loadlimit, aconstraintontheminimumapoapse
altitudeofthefinal post-aeropassorbitisalsoincluded.Thisisroughlyaconstraint on the amount
of energy removed from the orbit during the aeropass, and reflects the desire to ensure that the final
apoapse is not significantly lower than the target, thereby resulting in a large post-aeropass
propulsive maneuver requirement for correction. This constraint is implemented parametrically by
including extreme low and high values of potential target orbits at Earth and Mars. For Mars
aerocapture trajectories, the effect of a minimum altitude limit of 25 km for terrain avoidance is also
included. Note that these additional constraints effectively apply only to the steep corridor
boundary.
Figure 2-2 provides an example of how corridor widths and corridor constraints are plotted in this
report as functions of L/D and V_. Each solid line on this figure provides the corridor width for a
given maximum g-load constraint. The corridor width is defined as the difference in the entry
ballistic perigee altitudes between a full lift-down shallow trajectory that achieves an apoapse lower
than or equal to the target value, and a full lift-up steep trajectory that achieves the desired
maximum g-load constraint. The dotted line in the example figure defines the lift-up/lift-down
skipout trajectory which constrains the minimum allowable value for the g-load limit at full lift-up
till peak loading. At each point along this curve a trajectory will be defined that just skips out (i.e.,
beyond the target apoapse) and is lift-up till peak g-loading followed by lift-down until exit.
Therefore, in this report, all portions of the solid lines falling below the lift-up/lift-down skipout
trajectory curve will be removed since, from the above discussion, the deleted data corresponds to
uncontrollable skipout cases for full lift-up trajectories. The dashed lines in figure 2-2 are used to
define the lift-up apoapse constraints, which constrain the maximum allowable value for the g-load
limit on the lift-up steep corridor boundary. Each vehicle along these lines just achieves the apoapse
constraint on a lift-up trajectory. Therefore, although the g-loads must vary along each dashed
apoapse constraint curve, the intersection of a dashed line and a solid corridor definition line
indicates that the given L/D, g-load limit, and entry speed will achieve the target apoapse on a full
lift-up trajectory. Ira solid line were between the two dashed apoapse constraint lines, then the lift-
up trajectory will achieve an apoapse between the two apoapse limits. Therefore, a dashed apoapse
line serves as a boundary between full lift-uptrajectbries that exit above and below the target
apoapse condition. The dashed-dotted line seen on the plots for Mars aerocapture is the 25-kin
minimum altitude constraint curve. Any solid line or portion of a solid line appearing above this
curve corresponds to a case where the aerobraking vehicle will violate the 25-kin minimum altitude
constraint during the full lift-up steep side corridor aeropass.
All corridor boundaries in this study were found to the nearest kilometer in approach periapse
altitude. All constraint boundaries are shown in the graphical results in order to show the relative
impact of each individual constraint on corridor width and provide an indication of corridor
sensitivity to changing constraints.
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SECTION 3
PARAMETRIC AEROCAPTURE CORRIDOR RESULTS
3.1 STUDY CONDITIONS
In the aerocapture corridor definition study, both Earth and Mars were modeled as spherical planets.
The 1962 Standard Atmosphere model was used for Earth, while the [International] Committee on
Space Research ICOSPAR) Northern Hemisphere Mean atmosphere profile (ref. 1) was employed for
Mars. Atmospheric entry was initialized at 125 km, and the simulations assumed perfect
navigation.
A matrix of vacuum periapse corridors was generated for a wide range of manned and robotic vehicle
constraints and mission requirements. Table 3-I lists the parameter ranges.
TABLE 3-I. PARAMETER RANGES
Parameter Range for Earth Range for Mars
L/D 0.1 to 2.0 0.1 to 2.0
V® (km]s) 1 to 18 2 to 12
g-load limit (Earth g's) 2 to 14 2 to 14
Target apoapse altitude (kin) 400, 142 500 250, 34 000
Atmosphere density bias +_30% - 50%, + 100%
Minimum altitude limit (kin) none 25
Atmosphere model 1962 Standard COSPAR Northern
Hemisphere Mean
The specific values of L/D, V®, and g-load limit that were sampled are listed in table 3-II.
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TABLE3-II. SAMPLEDVALUESOFL/D,V®,ANDg-LOADLIMIT
Parameter SampledValuesforEarth SampledValuesfor Mars
L/D 0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,1,2 0.1,0.5,1.0,1.5,20
V_ (km/s) 1, 4, 7.56, 10.61, 14, 18 2, 4.71, 6.97, 10, i2
g-load limit(Earth g's) 2, 5, 8, 14 2, 4, 6, 10, 14
The rationale for choosing the specific parameter ranges listed in table 3-I are discussed as follows.
The specific range of L/Ds for both Earth and Mars was chosen to reflect the various L/Ds of proposed
aerobraking vehicles (i.e., Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE), aerobraking vehicles from Mars
Rover Sample Return (MRSR) studies, etc.). The low V® of 1 km/s for Earth aerocapture
approximates lunar return missions where approach velocities are small. The high V® of 18 km/s for
Earth aerocapture was chosen to encompass Mars return missions belonging in the opposition class
under worst case phasing conditions. A low V_ of 2 krrgs for Mars aerocapture is observed for near-
Hohmann transfers from Earth. The high V_ of 12 km/s for Mars aerocapture is essential for a
mission from Earth during the worst synodic period when arrival at Mars occurs near perihelion•
The g-load limits ranging from 2g to 14g for both Earth and Mars are chosen to cover both manned
and robotic missions. In selecting the target apoapse altitudes, the Space Station orbital altitude of
400 km was designated the low exit target altitude for Earth aerocapture. The high exit target
altitude of 142 500 km for Earth aerocapture may be desired for return missions having high
approach velocities. A higher exit apoapse altitude requires less dissipation of energy during the
aerobrake and is favorable for treating problems in heating and maximum g-load. The high target
altitude is also desirable for missions requiring large plane changes. The high target altitude was
chosen to be 142 500 km which has a 60-hr period and is slightly less than half the distance to the
Moon. A low exit target altitude seen in current studies involving Mars aerocapture is typically at
500 km. However, a more conservative value of 250 km was chosen for this analysis. Also in the
current studies involving Mars aerocapture, the high exit target altitude of 34 000 km had been the
conventional apoapse altitude for an elliptic one sol orbit (34 000 × 250 km) and was therefore
chosen for this analysis. The atmosphere density bias of + 30 percent was applied to Earth
aerocapture trajectories. Knowledge of the Earth's atmosphere from past observation allows the
+ 30 percent bias to be sufficient for predicting the potential variations in the Earth's atmosphere.
However, a decrease ofcomqdence in the martian atmosphere requires application of higher
atmosphere biases of - 50 percent and + i00 percent. A minimum altitude during aerobraklng is
not essential at Earth since all aerobraking will be performed over the oceans. However, a minimum
altitude of 25 km is required at Mars to take into consideration the existing volcanoes and ridges.
The nominal CB corresponding to a particular L/D was calculated using the following equations:
CB = 904 (L/D) - 294 kg/m2 for L/D >0.6
333(L/D} + 50 kg/m2 for L/D -<0.6
These equations are valid for both Earth and Mars• This formula was determined by plotting CB
versus L/D of existing or proposed aerobraking and atmospheric entry vehicles and curve fitting the
data points to obtain an average CB versus L/D curve as shown in figure 3-1. These aerospace
vehicles include the Apollo, AFE, Mars Excursion Vehicle (MEV) (ref. 5), Mars Transfer Vehicle
(MTV) (re[ 5), and vehicles from the MRSR studies of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC)
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(ref.2),LockheedMissileandSpaceCompany(LMSC)(ref.3),MartinMariettaCompany(MMC)
(ref.4),andTRW.
3.2EARTHAEROCAPTURECORRIDORS
TheentrycorridorsforEarthaerocapturearegivenin figures3-2to3-25.Theplotsincludenominal
trajectoriesandcaseswith 4- 30 percent atmosphere density biases. The corridor widths are plotted
as functions of L/D and V®. Curves are given for the g-load constraints, the exit apoapse conditions
for full lift-up trajectories, and the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectories (minimum g-load trajec-
tories). These curves are simply curve fits of the corridor widths determined for the sampled values
of LID or V® listed in table 3-II.
It is seen in several of the figures (i.e., figures 3-2 and 3-3) that the corridor width boundaries for the
g-load constraints and the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectory curves "split" into two curves. This is
due to the sensitivity of the full lift-down trajectories to the vacuum periapse altitude. In most of the
Earth aerocapture cases, a hyperbolic exit orb-i(wasSeparated from a crash case by a mere difference
of 1 km in the vacuum periapse altitude for a full lift-down trajectory. For these cases, the lowest
vacuum periapse altitude yielding a hyperbolic exit orbit in a full lift-down trajectory was used as
the upper bound of the corridor for both exit apoapse altitude conditions. Consequently, only one
corridor width for both exit apoapse altitude conditions was calculated for each g-load constraint.
However, in several of the low V® flights (i.e., V® = l and 4 kin/s), the full lift-down flights were less
sensitive to the vacuum periapse altitude. For such cases, the highest vacuum periapse altitude
resulting in an exit apoapse altitude lower than the target altitude in a full lift-down trajectory was
used for the corresponding target apoapse altitude condition. If this meant a crash case for the 400-
km target altitude, then the lowest vacuum periapse altitude without yielding a crash case was used.
Therefore, two corridor widths as functions of the exit apoapse altitude conditions were calculated for
each maximum g-load constraint. For such cases, if the difference between the two corridor widths
for a constraint were less than or equal to 4 kin, then only the conservative value is plotted simply for
improving the readability of the graphs. Else if the difference between the two corridor widths for a
constraint were greater than 4 kin, then both data points would remain plotted, one for each exit
apoapse altitude condition. An example of a plot displaying two corridor widths for a constraint
curve is seen on the V® = I km/s plot with nominal atmosphere (fig. 3-2}. For each of the 5g and 8g
constraint curves, the corridor widths for the two exit apoapse conditions had differences of 5 km at a
low LID of 0.3. Therefore two data points were plotted. However, at higher LIDs, the corridor widths
for the two exit apoapse conditions were either identical or had differences of less than or equal to
4 kin. Therefore, for this portion only one curve was required, and a maximum error of + 4 km is
possible for the high exit apoapse condition. This caused the "split-ends" on the 5g and 8g constraint
curves. The higher corridor widths at the split-ends are applicable to the 142 500-km target apoapse
altitude, while the lower corridor widths are for the 400-km target apoapse condition.
Similar to the full lift-down trajectories, the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectories could be very sensi-
tive to the vacuum periapse altitude. For cases where the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectories were
less sensitive to the vacuum periapse altitude (i.e., low V® and LID cases}, two vacuum periapse alti-
tudes, one for each exit apoapse altitude condition, were obtained as the lower bounds of the corri-
dors, Consequently, the corridors of lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectories could possibly have two
vacuum periapse altitudes for the lower bound {resulting from the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajec-
tory} as well as two vacuum periapse altitudes for the upper bound (resulting from the lift-down
trajectory). By matching the appropriate upper and lower bounds for each exit apoapse condition,
two corridor widths were calculated, one for each exit apoapse condition. Subsequently, the method
used for plotting the corridor data points as mentioned in the previous paragraph was then applied to
the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectories. An example is found in the V®= 4 km/s plot Ifig. 3-3}where
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thelift-up/lift-downskipouttrajectorydisplayedasplit-end. The higher corridor width at the split-
end corresponds to the 400-km target apoapse condition, and the lower corridor width is for the
142 500-km target altitude (opposite of the g-load curves}. For the single curve portion of the lift-
up/lift-down skipout trajectory, a maximum error of + 4 km is possible for the low exit apoapse
condition. For the V_= 1 krrgs plot, the corridor width differences for the lift-up/lift-down skipout
trajectory were consistently greater than 4 kin. Therefore, two separate curves were essential for the
lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectory.
The lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectory curve is applicable as a constraint only for the full lift-up
trajectories (see Corridor Determination, sec. 2.2). An example is given in the V_= 12 km/s plot (fig.
3-31} for Mars aerocapture. On the graph, the 6g constraint curve wa s removed from the plot since it
was located below the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectory curve. Therefore, a vehicle with an
approach velocity of 12 km/s would not be able to perform a full lift-up aerocapture without violating
a 6g constraint. In other words, a vehicle with a 6g constraint will skip out if flying at the lower
boundary of the corridor at full lift-up. However, this does not imply that guided trajectories with
maximum g-loads of 6g or less will also skip out. It is possible for a vehicle to bound the maximum g-
load to 6g or less during the aerocapture without skipping out by flying a guided trajectory
(incorporating lift-down) and entering the atmosphere with a higher vacuum periapse altitude than
that ofthe full lift-up trajectory. Since a higher entry vacuum periapse altitude will be required for
the lower boundary of the corridor, the corridor width will hence be reduced. Therefore, for Mars
aerocapture with an approach velocity of 12 kin/s, a reduced corridor width may exist for a 6g or less
constraint. In general, there is a reduction in all existing corridor widths falling below a lift-up/lift-
down skipout trajectory curve: however, the reduced corridor width cannot be determined with the
method used in this analysis.
The lift-up/lift-down skipeut trajectory curves do not represent constant g-load lines. The maximum
g-load tends to increase along the curve as the LID increases on a V® plot. For Earth aerocapture
with low V®'s (i.e.,V® = 1 and 4 km/s}, the gradient of the maximum g-load along the lift-up/lift-
down skipeut trajectory curve is on the order of less than one-g throughout the range of L/Ds
analyzed. At a higher V® such as V®= 18 kin/s, the gradient of the maximum g-load greatly
increases to approximately 15g for the range of LIDs analyzed. For an L/D plot, the maximum g-load
also increases along the curve as the V® increases.
To calculate the corridor widths of the exit apeapse altitude condition curves for the full lift-up tra-
jectories, one upper bound from the full lift-down trajectories and one lower bound from the full lift-
up trajectories were determined for each exit apoapse condition. As discussed previously, the upper-
bound vacuum periapse altitudes for the two exit apeapse conditions may or may not coincide.
Regardless of whether the upper bounds for the two exit apoapse conditions coincide or not, the ap-
propriate upper and lower bounds were matched for a particular exit apeapse condition, and the
corridor width was then calculated. Therefore, a unique curve was displayed for each exit apoapse
altitude condition.
As discussedinthe Corridor Determination section(sec.2.2),the exitapoapse altitudecondition
curvesare meaningful as constraintsonly forfulllift-uptrajectories.The exitapoapse altitude
constraintcurvesare not applicabletothe guided trajectoriesflown insidethe entry corridor.Given
a vehiclewith an L/D of0.7,a g-loadlimitofSg, a V® of5.8km/s forEarth aerocapture,and an entry
corridorof30 kin,an exittargetaltitudeof142 500 km fora fulllift-uptrajectorywas obtained from
figure3-II.This means thatan exittargetaltitudeof142 500 km isfeasiblewhen performing an
aerocapturewith any vacuum periapsealtitudefallingwithin thecorridor.For example, the target
altitudeisachieved by simply flyinga fulllift-uptrajectoryat the lower corridorboundary, a full
lift-downtrajectoryat the upper corridorboundary, or a guided trajectoryinsidethe entry corridor
However, the given vehiclewould not be restrictedtoflyingonly trajectorieswith a 142 500-kinexit
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altitude. The vehicle could be guided to achieve any exit altitude desired but with certain restric-
tions. Theoretically, at the upper bound which was determined by the full lift-down trajectory, exit
altitudes lower than 142 500 km would not be possible since the vehicle is already saturated with full
lift-down. A lower exit altitude is obtainable only ifa lower vacuum periapse altitude were flown.
Therefore, the capability of the vehicle to achieve an exit altitude lower than 142 500 km improves as
the entry vacuum periapse altitude is decreased from that of the upper bound. Similarly, at the
lower bound which was determined by the full lift-up trajectory, exit altitudes higher than 142 500
km would not be possible. The capability of the vehicle to achieve an exit altitude higher than
142 500 km improves as the entry vacuum periapse altitude deviates from the lower bound. In
summary, as long as the entry vacuum periapse altitude falls within the entry corridor for a given
exit target altitude, the vehicle can be guided to achieve that specific exit target condition without
violating the given g-load constraint. Furthermore, the vehicle can also be guided to achieve any
other exit apoapse altitude desired, regardless of whether it is above or below the given exit target
altitude of the corridor. However, the capability of the guided vehicle to perform such a task will
deteriorate as the vacuum periapse altitude approaches the lower or upper bound values of the
corridor.
In several ofthe low L/D flights (i.e., L/D = 0.1), data did not exist at low V® 's for certain high g-load
constraint curves. Such cases occurred since the vehicle would simply crash in lift-up trajectories
without ever violating the high g-load limits. In the high L/D flights (i.e., L/D = 0.7, 1, and 2}, the
low exit apoapse altitude curves had large corridor widths and, therefore, were outside the range of
the plots.
Note that the g-load constraint curves tend to level out at higher L/Ds (i.e., L/D -> 1.3). The g-load is
defined as
gLOAD = (Lift 2 + Drag2} 1/2  go0
where Lift and Drag are the lift and drag accelerations. This equation can also be written as
gLOAD = Drag[(L/D)2 + l]lt2 / goo
This equation demonstrates that for vehicles with low LID, the g-load constraint is primarily a func-
tion of the atmospheric drag encountered along the trajectory. This is, in turn, controlled principally
by the ballistic entry interface flight path angle or orbit periapse. For a given vehicle a steeper EI
flight path entails higher drag and therefore g-loading on a lift-up trajectory. For lower L]Ds, as the
L/D increases, the achieved minimum altitude is raised enabling a steeper EI flight path to achieve a
fixed g-load constraint. However, as LID increases past approximately 1.3, the L/D characteristics
significantly modify the sensed vehicle g-load, as the factor [(L/D)2 + 111/2 becomes significant. This
effect reduces the effect of LID in raising the lift-up minimum altitude and causes the entry corridor
width for a g-load constraint curve to remain fairly constant as the L/D is increased for high L/D
vehicles.
The vacuum periapse altitudes which define the boundaries of an entry corridor will increase for a
denser atmosphere and decrease for a lighter atmosphere. In terms ofcorridor widths, the entry
corridors showed only second-order sensitivity to the constant atmosphere dispersions. A denser
atmosphere resulted in a slight decrease in the corridor width, while a lighter atmosphere caused an
increase, with a few exceptions in which the opposite actually occurred. However, to reduce the
amount of data presented in this report, the data for cases with the + 30 percent and - 30 percent
atmosphere biases were combined to produce only one set of vacuum periapse corridor widths. This
was accomplished by using the vacuum periapse altitudes of lift-down trajectories (upper boundary
ofcorridor) in the light atmosphere and the vacuum per/apse altitudes of lift-up trajectories (lower
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boundary ofcorridor)inthe heavy atmosphere tocalculatethe corridorwidths. This method yielded
the most narrow corridorwidths possible.The atmosphere densitydispersionsdecreased the corridor
widths by a maximum of8 kin.
The vacuum periapse corridor widths can be easily converted to EI flight path angle corridor widths.
The conversion chart for Earth aerocapture is given in figure 3-26. The conversion factors given are
accurate to +-0.1 ° in the EI flight path angle corridor widths.
3.3 MARS AEROCAPTURE CORRIDORS
The entry corridors for Mars aerocapture are given in figures 3-27 to 3-46. The plots include nominal
trajectories and cases with + I00 percent and - 50 percent atmosphere density biases. The corridor
widths are plotted as functions of L/D and V®. Curves are given for the g-load constraints, the exit
apoapse conditions for full lift-up trajectories, the lift-up/lift-down skipout trajectories, and the min-
imum altitude constraint.
A discussion of the corridor width plots for nominal trajectories and cases with atmosphere density
biases is presented in the Earth Aerocapture Corridor section (sec. 3.2}. The atmosphere density
dispersions decreased the corridor widths by a maximum of 40 km for Mars aerocapture. One factor
which caused the much larger reduction of the corridor widths for Mars aerocapture than for Earth
aerocapture was the larger atmosphere dispersions placed on Mars aerocapture.
The chart for converting the vacuum periapse corridor widths to EI flight path angle corridor widths
for Mars aerocapture is given in figure 3-47. The EI flight path angle corridor widths calculated from
the chart have an accuracy of :t: 0.1 °.
3.4 EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION OF DATA UTILIZATION
As discussed inthe Background section(sec.2.I),the entry corridordata can be used inthe
preliminary designofmissions involvingaerocapture. Examples are given inthissectionfor(1)the
determination ofminimum vehicleL/D required foraerocapture,(2)the trade-offsbetween design
parameters such asthe vehicleL/D and the approach velocity,and (3)a feasibilitycheck ofproposed
mission designs.
For a given interplanetary trajectory, the entry corridor data can be used to indicate the minimum
vehicle LID required for aerocapture. For example, the baseline entry velocity (at 122 km altitude}
for the lunar]Mars study is approximately 12.5 km]s for Earth aerocapture (ref. 6). This corresponds
to a V® of 5.8 km/s. In addition, a maximum g-load constraint of approximately 5g is placed on the
vehicle (ref. 6). By interpolating between the V®=4 km/s and the V®= 7.56 knds plots (figs. 3-3 and
3-4) or by examining the L/D plots, it can be seen that a large range of vehicle L/Ds will satisfy the
mission requirements. A maximum corridor width of approximately 41 km is possible for the 2.0 WD
(see fig. 3-13); a corridor width of 29 km exists for the 0.7 L/D (see fig. 3-11), and so forth. However,
the L/D = 0.1 plot (fig.3-8) shows that the 5g constraint curve falls below the lift-up/lift-down skipout
trajectory curve for the 400-kin exit apoapse condition. This indicates that a vehicle with a
maximum L/D of 0.1 will not be able to successfully capture and burn offenough energy to exit into a
400-km target altitude in a trajectory that maintains full lift-up till periapse. However, the same 5g
constraint curve lies above the ILft-up]lift-down skipout trajectory curve for the 142 500-kin exi:
apoapse condition. Therefore, for a full lift-up trajectory the 142 500-km target altitude as well as
other target altitudes falling between 400 km and 142 500 km are feasible for the 0.1 L/D vehicle
with a 5g constraint.
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Theentrycorridor plots are useful in providing the trade-offs between design parameters. For
example, given a V_ of 6.97 km/s with a 50-km corridor width requirement and a 4g limit for Mars
aerocapture, figure 3-29 shows that no LID will meet the 4g constraint. If the g-load limit were
raised to 6g, then an LID of 1.7 or greater would be required. Else, if the V® were lowered to
4.71 krrds (fig. 3-28), then an LID of 1.0 or greater would be required.
Lastly, the entry corridor plots are useful for performing feasibility checks of proposed mission
designs. For example, suppose a design team proposes an Earth return aerocapture mission with an
approach trajectory V_ of 10.61 km/s. Their proposed aerocapture vehicle has an LID of 0.7. The
question arises as to the resultant aerodynamic loads experienced during aerocapture and the
maximum corridor width available to handle dispersions in the planetary approach trajectory.
Figure 3-5 indicates that a maximum g-load of Sg will result i.fa 25-km corridor width is required to
cover dispersions. Note that this would probably be unacceptable for manned aerocapture. Figure 3-
5 illustrates that the maximum g-load would decrease somewhat if the vehicle LID were increased;
however, a minimum value of roughly 6g (LID = 2.0) is still high and might point to the necessity of
decreasing the entry speed.
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Figure 3-19. Earth: \'_ : 18 km/s with ±30 percent atmosphere dispersions
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Figure 3-32. Mars: L/D = 0.1 with nominal atmosphere.
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SECTION 4
CONCLUSIONS
A matrix of vacuum periapse corridors was determined for a wide range of manned and robotic ve-
hicle constraints and mission requirements. Table 4-I summarizes the trend in the variations of the
entry corridor widths to the mission constraints and requirements determined from the analyses in
this report. The major results of this analyses are as follows:
a. Vehicle corridor width increases with increasing vehicle L/D. This trend has greatest
sensitivity with low vehicle L/D and decreases with higher L/D ( > 1). This is due to the
contribution of lift acceleration to the total vehicle acceleration determining the steep-side
corridor boundary.
b. Increasing hyperbolic excess velocity (V®) decreases the available corridor width. This is
because a neighboring trajectory that requires additional energy loss must target slightly
steeper on the lift-up steep corridor boundary and will thus reach the g-load constraint
boundary more quickly.
c. An increase in the vehicle g-load limit results in an increased entry corridor. A greater g-load
limit allows the vehicle to fly a steeper trajectory and therefore increases the corridor width.
d. An entry corridor is decreased with margin for density bias where the upper boundary of the
light atmosphere corridor and the lower boundary of the heavy atmosphere corridor are used to
calculate the actual corridor width
e. An entry corridor is decreased with increasing exit orbit energy. The variation of the corridor
width to exit orbit energy can be determined by examining the exit apoapse altitude curves on
the plots since higher exit apoapse altitudes will yield exit orbits with higher energy. The up-
per boundary of the corridor is affected only slightly by the exit target altitude. For the lower
boundary of the corridor, a lower exit target altitude allows a steeper trajectory to be flown and
thus increases the corridor.
Changes in the vehicle Ca have only slight effects on the entry corridor widths. An increase in
the vehicle CB slightly increased the corridor width in most of the cases analyzed. However,
there were a few exceptions where an increase in the vehicle Ca actually decreased the corridor
width. An increase in CB can be caused by a decrease in CD. This will result in a decrease in the
drag acceleration which reduces the g-load.
g, Additional constraints such as constraints in the minimum altitude, heating, or apsidal
rotation may reduce the width of the entry corridor. The corridor width is reduced if the added
constraint is violated before violating other constraints such as the g-load constraint.
4_1
TABLE4-I. VARIATIONSIN ENTRYCORRIDORWIDTHDUETO
INCREASEDMISSIONCONSTRAINTSANDREQUIREMENTS
MissionConstraintsand VariationsinEntryRequirements CorridorWidths(Parametersareincreasing)
L/D _'
V_
g-loadlimit T
Atmospheredispersion
Exitorbitenergy
Cs negligible
Minimum altitude constraint
Heating constraint
Rotation of line-of-apsides
constraint
Note: 1' denotes an increase; $ denotes a decrease.
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APPENDIX A
USE OF AEROCAPTURE CORRIDORS AS A CONSTRAINT FOR APPROACH NAVIGATION
Errors in the planetary approach trajectory can have a significant impact on aerocapture perform-
ance. Trajectory errors imply that the vehicle is not precisely following the desired approach path
and must compensate in some manner during the aeropass to assure successful aerocapture. There
are two types of trajectory errors which will be present: known (or control} errors and unknown (or
navigation} errors. Known errors are dispersions of which the onboard guidance and navigation
systems are aware. These errors are easily compensated for if small enough since early action can be
taken during the aeropass to lessen their impact. Navigation errors are errors in the knowledge of
the trajectory; that is, the onboard guidance and navigation systems are unaware that the vehicle is
on the incorrect approach path. As may be expected, aerocapture performance is much more
sensitive to unknown errors than known errors since in this case trajectory control commands are
based on erroneous estimates of the vehicle state. It is therefore very important to understand the
sensitivity of the performance to these errors and ensure that planetary approach navigation is
accurate enough to meet requirements.
Previous studies have examined the impact of in-plane navigation errors at atmospheric entry in-
terface (EI) on aerocapture performance for use in the development of planetary approach navigation
accuracy requirements at Mars. 7 The results of this study indicate that the approach navigation
accuracy requirements problem is multidimensional; that is, the required navigation accuracy at EI
must be specified as more than a one-dimensional parameter (such as vacuum periapse altitude error
or EI flight path angle error}. Note that this is different from the known error case, where the one-
dimensional specification of vacuum periapse altitude or EI flight path angle is adequate. (The peri-
apse corridors in this paper essentially show the tolerable range of known periapse altitude error
variation.) Figure A-I, reproduced from reference 7 is an example of the full specification of an EI in-
plane navigation accuracy requirements envelope for a specific mission and vehicle design. Note
that in this case the requirements specification reduces from four (two position error components and
two velocity error components} to two dimensions because of extremely strong correlations between
state error components due to approach navigation. Superimposed upon the plot of figure A-1 are
dashed lines representing constant unknown approach vacuum periapse altitude errors. Mapped
onto the requirements envelope are two ellipsoids indicating the 30 performance of an onboard opti-
cal navigation system utilizing line-of-sight measurements of the martian moon Deimos for two dif-
ferent cases. Plainly stated, if the navigation performance ellipsoid for a given scenario lies within
the requirements envelope, then the navigation accuracy requirements are satisfied for all possible
cases and the navigation performance is adequate. If the navigation performance ellipsoid extends
outside of the envelope, then failed aerocapture will occur in those cases lying in the region external
to the envelope.
Essentially, then, this means that the corridor width data presented in this paper cannot be used for
the complete specification of navigation accuracy requirements or, alternatively, to determine ira
given vehicle design provides sufficient capability to cover expected navigation errors resulting from
a given approach navigation scheme. The one-dimensional aerocapture corridor data presented here
can, however, be used to gain insight into the adequacy of a given approach navigation scheme and
even bound the minimum accuracy required. For each navigation performance ellipsoid in figure
A-l, there is a corresponding 3o vacuum periapse altitude navigation error defined by the constant
periapse altitude error lines. (For instance, the 3o error for the "Deimos Worst Phasing" case in
figure A-1 is _+20 km.) This periapse altitude navigation error range can be compared with the
vacuum periapse corridor width (as defined in this paper} for the given case. While we cannot state
that the navigation accuracy requirements are fully satisfied if this range is less than the corridor
width (remember that this is a multidimensional problem), we can say that the navigation
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performanceis inadequate if the error range is larger than the corridor width. In other words, if the
error range is larger than the corridor width, there can potentially be navigation errors which place
the actual approach trajectory outside of the corridor, thereby rendering it unflyable. Thus, in the
specification of the aerocapture vacuum periapse corridor width we have in essence an upper bound
on the allowable navigation uncertainty in this parameter.
An example should help to illustrate this concept. Figure A-2 shows some specific examples of Mars
approach navigation performance based on the results seen in reference 7. The uncertainty in
vacuum periapse altitude at EI is shown for three different scenarios: Deep Space Network (DSN)
tracking terminating at 2 days prior to EI (see ref. 8 for further DSN performance study results),
DSN tracking supplemented by onboard optical measurements of the line-of-sight to the moon
Deimos starting 2 days prior to EI, and DSN tracking supplemented by onboard radio metric
measurements with respect to an aerosynchronous Mars satellite starting 2 days prior to EI. The
range of accuracies shown for the optical and radio measurement scenarios indicates the range of
performance predicted based on varying measurement schedules, types, and accuracy assumptions.
The accuracies predicted in this study range from approximately +_.1 km for the best-case radio
metric navigation scenario to + 41 km for the DSN-only scenario_
Consider a mission design which has an approach V_ of 6.97 krrgs, a gLOAD limit of 6 ge, and a
vehicle L/D of 0.7. The vacuum periapse corridor width for this case is approximately 40 km (see
fig. 3-29). Therefore, the selected approach navigation scheme must have an accuracy of_
_+20 km in periapse altitude to prevent trajectories which lie outside the corridor limits. Thus, for
this case, DSN tracking (+ 41 km accuracy) would definitely be inadequate, while the best-case
optical measurement scenario (+_.6 km accuracy) may be adequate, depending on the results of a full-
dimensional navigation accuracy requirements analysis.
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APPENDIX B
EFFECT OF ADDED CONSTRAINTS ON AEROCAPTURE CORRIDOR WIDTH
The aerocapture corridors shown in this report are basically a function of energy only; that is, the
assumption that aerocapture is primarily concerned with the removal of energy from the planetary
approach orbit is inherent in the results. The constraints included in the corridor definition (no skip-
out, g-load limit, and final apoapse altitude) basically bound the atmospheric entry conditions over
which the necessary energy, removal can occur assuming full use of the aerodynamic control capabil-
ity of the vehicle for this purpose. In reality, additional requirements which could necessitate inde-
pendent control and reduce the amount of vehicle lift available for the primary function of energy
removal may be levied on the aerocapture maneuver. These additional requirements may include
continuous constraints on the trajectory or additional targets affecting the desired end conditions.
Such requirements essentially would decrease the corridor width for a given vehicle lift-to-drag ratio
(L/D) or, equivalently, increase the L/D required for a given mission over the value predicted by the
data shown in this report.
Aerodynamic heating is an additional factor which may require explicit control during the aeropass.
A constraint on heating basically can be broken down into two factors: the maximum heating rate
and the total integrated heat load. While the primary factor influencing aerodynamic heating is the
vehicle ballistic coefficient (a design parameter), some control over vehicle heating can be obtained
by using the lifting capability of the vehicle for trajectory shaping. For example, if minimization of
the peak heat rate is desired on a steep trajectory, then a full lift-up trajectory would be flown until
the vehicle was past the point of maximum heat rate. The imposition of heating limits may decrease
the corridor width by shallowing the lower corridor boundary, and any active heating control will
reduce the amount of aerodynamic control capability available for explicit orbital energy control.
Maximum convective heating rate data were generated for the entry corridor boundary trajectories
examined for this study. Figures B-l through B-6 show the maximum convective heating rate ex-
perienced on the full lift-up steep corridor boundary trajectory for each of the constraint boundaries
examined for the Earth aerocapture cases with nominal atmospheric density, and figures B-7
through B-11 show the equivalent maximum heating rate data for the Mars aerocapture corridor
boundary trajectories. (These plots correspond to the corridor width plots in figures 3-2 through 3-7
and 3-27 through 3-31 for Earth and Mars, respectively.) Note that these data essentially represent
the maximum convective heating rate experienced over the entire corridor for a given case. Figures
B-7 through B-11 also show the maximum convective heating rate experienced on the full lift-down
shallow corridor boundary trajectory for each of the Mars cases. The convective heating rate was
computed using Chapman's equation:
Qconv- v_ m
/1 C
{in units of W/cm2)
where:
Rn = vehicle nose radius = 100cm
p = atmospheric density (kg/m3_
Vrel = relative velocity (km/s)
P0 = reference density (kg/m3)
V c = reference circular velocity (km/s)
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ForEarth,
C = 110328W/cm3/2
P0= 1.226kg/m3
Vc = 7.9248 km/s
m = 3.15
and for Mars,
C = 2853 W/cm3r2
Po = 0.0995 kg/m3
Vc = 3.5475 km/s
m=3.0
Several observations may be made concerning these data. For a given V_, there is a large variation
in the maximum convective heating rate with entry periapse altitude. For example, figure B-2
(Earth, V® = 4 km/s) indicates that there is a variation ofover 600 W/cm2 in the maximum heat rate
on the lift-up steep corridor boundary trajectory as the gLOAD limit varies from 2g_ to 14g$ for an
LJD of 2.0. (This corresponds to a steepening of approximately 100 km in the steep corridor boundary
vacuum periapse altitude}. As would be expected, there is also a large variation with V®. Note that
for the Earth data shown, the maximum heating rate varies from under one hundred up to several
thousand watts per square centimeter as V® varies from 1 to 18 km/s (see figs. B-1 and B-6).
The variation inmaximum convective heating rate over the entry corridor width for a given case can
be observed in figures B-7 through B-I 1 for Mars aerocapture. Note the significant range of heating
which can occur between the shallow full lift-down boundary trajectory and the steep full lift-up
boundary trajectory. For example, figure B-9 (Mars, V® = 6.97 km/s} shows a variation ofatmost
400 W/cm2 between the skipout and 14ge boundaries for an L/D of 2.0. These data indicate the
significant impact that both vehicle and trajectory designs have on the heating experienced during
aerocapture, and the fact that imposition of heating rate constraints may decrease the corridor width
for a given design.
Further constraintson the finalorbitwillalsoimpact the corridorwidth and, therefore,the required
IJD. Additionaltargetsmay includetheorientationofthe finalorbitplane (specifiedby parameters
such asthe longitudeofthe ascending node and inclination)or the orientationofthe line-of-apsides
inthecase ofellipticaltargets.
Orbit plane orientationcontrolisperformed using the out-of-planecomponent ofthe liftvector.
While minimal out-of-planellftisrequired tomaintain the orbitplane atthe entry interfaceorien-
tation,substantialadditionalliftmay be necessary ifrotationofthe orbitalplane isnominally
requiredduring the aeropass. [nthiscase.the fullliftingcapabilitywould not be availablefor
energy controlsincesome component ofthe liftvectorwould need tobe reserved fororbitplane
steering.Once again,thiswould decrease the width ofthe flyableentrycorridorand increasethe
vehicleL/D required fora given mission.
In case of elliptical target orbits, control over the final orientation of the line-of-apsides may be re-
quired in order to assure proper orbital alignment with respect to the planet surface or the hyperbolic
planetary departure orbit asymptote. Substantial rotation of the line-of-apsides can occur due to the
aerodynamic forces generated during the aeropass, and correction using propulsive methods is ex-
pensive. Figures B-12 and B-13 illustrate the apsidal rotation which occurs during the aeropass in
two of the cases examined in this report. The apsidal rotation is shown over the corridor boundary
trajectories (i.e., the full lift-down skipout boundary trajectory and the full llft-up max g-load trajec-
B-2
tories}fortheV_ = 7.56 krrgs (Earth} and for the V_ = 10 km/s (Mars} cases. For these cases,
rotations of up to approximately 20 ° are seen. Since apsidal rotation is closely tied to the vertical (or
in-plane) component of the lift vector, active control of this parameter could seriously detract from
the control authority available for orbital energy control.
In a similar manner, other constraints and requirements levied on the aerocapture maneuver will
increase vehicle LID requirements over those shown in this report. While the corridor data pre-
sented here provide a preliminary mission design and evaluation tool, final determination of corridor
width and vehicle performance requirements needs to take into account any additional mission
requirements and constraints which impact performance.
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APPENDIX C
EFFECT OF VEHICLE BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT ON AEROCAPTURE CORRIDOR WIDTH
The vehicle model used in this study consisted of two parameters, the lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) and bal-
listic coefficient (CB), both assumed to be constant. While L/D was varied parametrically, a specific
ballistic coefficient was computed for each value based on historical or proposed spacecraft data.
Since the CB of a vehicle design with a given L/D can vary over a wide range, especially due to dif-
ferences in design mass, it is of interest to discuss what effect variations in the CB values used in this
study have on the corridor width data presented.
In order to illustrate the impact of CB on corridor width, a specific case is examined. Figure C-1 is the
corridor width plot for aerocapture into Earth for V_ = 7.56 kmJs. Superimposed on the corridor
width curves for the nominal CB values are the corresponding curves for vehicles with CB's which are
half and double the nominal values. It is immediately apparent that the impact of this parameter on
corridor width is very small (the largest variation seen from the nominal case is approximately 5
km). This indicates that vehicle L/D is the principle vehicle parameter influencing aerocapture
corridor width, with CB having a second-order effect. While the impact on corridor width is small,
the vertical location of the corridor in the atmosphere is significantly shifted. This can be explained
by the fact that the corridor is mostly a function of vehicle deceleration. In the case of the vehicle
with the reduced CB, the drag on the vehicle is larger than the nominal case and, therefore, the ve-
hicle experiences higher deceleration and slows down more quickly and at higher altitudes The
resulting corridor is therefore shifted higher in the atmosphere than the nominal case. Likewise, the
vehicle with a higher CB experiences lower drag than the nominal case, thereby causing it to pene-
trate to lower altitudes. The resulting corridor is lower in the atmosphere than the nominal corridor.
While C8 has only a second-order effect on the entry corridor width, it has a major impact on the
aerodynamic heating experienced by the vehicle. This is due to the fact that heating is strongly a
function of the velocity and atmospheric density. Since the vehicle with higher C8 decelerates less
quickly and penetrates deeper into the atmosphere, it will experience higher density and, therefore,
higher heating than the lower CB vehicle. Thus, while a specific vehicle design L/D may provide
adequate corridor width to support aerocapture, the CB may be too large depending on the
constraints on heating.
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APPENDIXD
G-LIMITS FOR ZERO CORRIDOR WIDTHS
For an aerobraking vehicle with a given L/D and V¢o, it can be seen in the plots given in section 3 that
the entry corridor will be reduced as the g-limit is lowered. The g-limit can be lowered to a point
where the corridor width closes down to zero. At zero corridor width, the vehicle would be required to
fly with perfect knowledge of the atmosphere, aerodynamics, and navigation, with no margins left
for any dispersion. This vehicle design, in terms of L/D, V®, and g-limit, defines the very edge of
acceptable conditions. Therefore, for the given vehicle to have a greater-than-zero corridor width, its
maximum allowable g-load must be greater than the g-limit for the zero corridor width.
The g-limit at zero corridor width defines the minimum g-limit for a given vehicle. This minimum g-
limit is the g-limit obtained at the upper/shallow corridor boundary at full lift-down. It was
mentioned in section 2.2 that the lift-up/lift-down skipout line defines the minimum allowable g-load
level for successful aerocaptures at full lift-up till peak loading. That is, g-toads less than this value
are not adequate for the lift-up/max g-load side of the corridor width, since these trajectories would
skip out. However, this is not the absolute minimum g-limit for zero corridor width, since a lift-
down/shallow trajectory will pull a lower g-load and still achieve exit energy requirements.
Therefore, to have zero corridor width the appropriate minimum g-load to choose is the lift-down
shallow g-load value.
The g-limits for zero corridor widths are given in figures D- 1 to D-6 for Earth aerocapture and in
figures D-7 to D-11 for Mars aerocapture. The curves drawn on these plots are simple interpolations
of the data points. It can be seen in several ofthe plots (i.e., figs. D-1 and D-2) that the curves are not
"smooth." This is due to the fact that all corridor boundaries in this study were found to the nearest
kilometer in approach periapse altitude. The maximum g-load is very sensitive to the approach
periapse altitude for full lift-down trajectories. Therefore, the curves would become smooth if the
corridor boundaries were found with higher accuracy in the approach periapse altitude. For
example, figure D-9 for Mars aerocapture at V® = 6.97 knds shows a "hill" for 1.0 to 2.0 L/D. At 1.0
L/D, the maximum g-load was 1.42 g at an approach periapse altitude of S0 kin. If the approach
periapse altitude were found with a higher accuracy to be 49.13 km (a difference of only 0.87 km), the
maximum g-load would increase to 1.86 g. Using a 1.86 g for an L/D of 1.0 would then smooth out the
curve in figure D-9. Therefore, in utilizing the figures given in this section, it is important to keep in
mind that the data were found only to the nearest kilometer in approach periapse altitude.
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Figure D-1. Earth: g-limits for 0* corridors at V® = 1 km/s.
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Figure D-3. Earth: g-limits for 0°corridors at V® = 7.56 km/s.
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Figure D-4. Earth: g-limits for 0 ° corridors at V= = 10.61 km/s.
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Figure D-5. Earth: g-limits for 0° corridors at V® = 14 km/s.
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Figure D-6. Earth: g-limits for 0° corridors at V® = 18 km/s
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Figure D-7. Mars: g-limits for 0 ° corridors at V® = 2 km/s.
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Figure D-8. Mars: g-limits for 0* corridors at V® = 4.71 km/s.
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Figure D-9. Mars: g-limits for 0 ° corridors at V® = 6.97 km/s.
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Figure D-10. Mars: g-limits for 0 ° corridors at V® = 10 km/s.
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